IFMA’s Facility Management Learning System (FMLS or FM Learning System) is a premier quality program designed to meet the professional development, training, reference material and CFM Exam preparation needs of facility management professionals, their staff and employers.

The Complete FM Knowledge and CFM Exam Preparation Resource

The IFMA FM Learning System is the tool that never lets you down. It can help you prepare for the CFM Exam, expand your FM knowledge and serve as a handy reference in the face of various FM challenges.

- Comprehensive, covering all 11 competencies tested by the CFM
- Interactive online study support tools
- Online testing tools
- One resource that provides an overview of the FM body of knowledge
- Reinforces current knowledge and fills in the gaps
- Designed by Industry Subject Matter Experts

FM Learning System Course Topics:
The FM Learning System includes the 11 core competencies that make up the FM body of knowledge, as defined by IFMA’s Global Job Task Analysis.

- Occupancy & Human Factors
- Operations & Maintenance
- Sustainability
- Facility Information Management & Technology Management
- Risk Management
- Communication
- Performance & Quality
- Leadership & Strategy
- Finance & Business
- Real Estate
- Project Management

Who should study the FM Learning System?

- CFM Exam Candidates
- FMs seeking a practical self-study course to develop robust industry knowledge
- FMs and FM Executives in need of a handy reference to assist in day-to-day problem-solving

The FM Learning System is the ultimate tool to prepare for the CFM Exam or just the daily challenges that are part of FM.

Learn more at [www.fm.training/credentials/cfm/fmls](http://www.fm.training/credentials/cfm/fmls).